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MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-320)Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Visual C# . NET and the . NET FrameworkQue Publishing
Great resources, excellent value. Get in-depth training and practice with the skills measured by the core exams for MCAD or MCSD certification-all in one box. Covering Exams 70-300,
70-305/70-315, 70-306/70-316, and 70-310/70-320, these four official Microsoft study guides encompass both language specialties-Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C#™ .NETfor both the MCAD and MCSD exam tracks. Work at your own pace through each book's lessons and hands-on exercises and apply your new expertise to an evaluation version of Microsoft Visual
Studio .NET Professional software, included free with this set. You can assess your progress and sharpen your test-taking skills using the enhanced practice exams on CD. As you gain practical
experience defining solution architecture, building Microsoft Windows applications, and developing XML Web services and applications for Microsoft .NET, you're also preparing for MCAD
and MCSD certification. For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
Offers test-taking strategies and tips, practice questions, and a cram sheet.
MCAD/MCSD Self-paced Training Kit
Managing and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Environment
Inside Microsoft Visual Studio .NET
Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Visual Basic .Net and the .NET Framework
Visual Basic .NET Windows and Web Applications Study Guide
IT Certification Success Exam Cram 2
The Complete Reference to Professional SOA with Visual Studio 2005 (C# & VB 2005) focuses on architecting and constructing enterprise-level
systems. Taking advantage of the newly released Visual Studio 2005 development environment, the book assesses the current service-oriented
platform and examines new ways to develop for scalability, availability, and security (which have become available with .NET 2.0). You'll get to look
closely at application infrastructure in terms of flexibility, interoperability, and integration, as well as the decisions that have to be made to achieve
optimum balance within your architecture.
Build real-world programming skills—and prepare for MCP Exams 70-310 and 70-320—with this official Microsoft® study guide. Work at your own
pace through the lessons and hands-on exercises to learn how to build XML Web services and server components using Visual Basic®.NET and
Visual C#™ .NET. Then extend your expertise through additional skill-building exercises. As you gain practical experience with essential
development tasks, you’re also preparing for MCAD or MCSD certification for Microsoft .NET. COVERAGE INCLUDES: Creating and managing Microsoft
Windows® services, serviced components, .NET remoting objects, and XML Web services Consuming and manipulating data Testing and debugging
Deploying Windows services, serviced components, .NET remoting objects, and XML Web services YOUR KIT INCLUDES: 60-day evaluation version of
Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET Professional Edition development software on DVD Testing tool that generates timed, 50-question practice exams
featuring scenarios and case studies for both Visual Basic .NET and C# programmers, plus automated scoring Comprehensive self-paced study guide
that maps to MCP exam goals and objectives Learn-by-doing exercises for skills you can apply to the job Fully searchable eBook A Note Regarding
the CD or DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers purchasing one of the digital formats in which this book is
available, we are pleased to offer the CD/DVD content as a free download via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution services. To download this content,
please visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the title of this book to find its catalog page, and click on the link below the cover image (Examples,
Companion Content, or Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media content as we are able via free download, we are
sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
Build real-world programming skills—and prepare for MCP Exams 70-305 and 70-315—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace
through the lessons and hands-on exercises to learn how to build Web applications using Visual Basic .NET and Visual C# .NET. Then extend your
expertise through additional skill-building exercises. As you gain practical experience with essential Web development tasks, you’re also preparing
for MCAD or MCSD certification for Microsoft .NET. Learn how to: Use Microsoft ASP.NET to build Web Forms applications Create user services,
including user input, localization features, and online help Access and modify data with Microsoft ADO.NET Build and reuse custom Web controls
Manage application appearance and behavior with style sheets and XML Configure security features for Web applications, including authentication
and authorization Test and debug coding errors Deploy applications to your server or hosting service Maintain and optimize applications Your kit
includes: NEW—60-day evaluation version of Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET 2003 Professional Edition on DVD Comprehensive self-paced study guide
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that maps to the objectives of the final exams NEW—Expanded coverage on delegates, events, unmanaged code, COM, and installation programs,
plus a new chapter on caching NEW—150 challenging practice questions on CD. Test yourself by exam (70-305 or 70-315) or by individual
objective(s). Choose the number of questions and timed or untimed mode. You get automated scoring and detailed explanation for both correct and
incorrect answers. NEW—20-question interactive game NEW—300+ revised and tested code samples and labs for Visual C# .NET and Visual Basic
.NET Learn-by-doing exercises for skills you can apply to the job Fully searchable eBook A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this
book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers purchasing one of the digital formats in which this book is available, we are pleased to offer the
CD/DVD content as a free download via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution services. To download this content, please visit O'Reilly's web site,
search for the title of this book to find its catalog page, and click on the link below the cover image (Examples, Companion Content, or Practice
Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media content as we are able via free download, we are sometimes limited by licensing
restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
Exams 70-305 and 70-306
MCAD/MCSD Self-Paced Training Ki
Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure Technology
The Complete Reference to Professional Soa with Visual Studio 2005 (C# & VB 2005) .Net 3.0
MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-320)

Provides an overview of exam objectives, practice questions and answers, exam tips, and a practice exam on the included CD-ROM.
Explores the fundamental theories and practices of Visual Studio .NET, covering topics including project-management tools, the addin architecture, programming the user interface, the code model, and designing setup projects.
-- Microsoft Certified Application Developer (MCAD) -- Created for developers with 1-2 years experience -- For developers who
create and maintain department applications -- Training Kits include: 60-day trial edition of Microsoft Visual Studio .NET
Professional software and assessment tools.
Proceedings of the International Symposium on Human Aspects of Information Security & Assurance (HAISA 2007)
Professional C# 2005
Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Visual C# .NET and the .NET Framework
MCAD/MCSD ????/???/XML web services nad server compone nts development with viusal basic .NET (Exam 70-310)
The British National Bibliography
Exam 70-310

This certification exam measures the ability to develop and implement XML Web Services and server components using Visual C# and the Microsoft .NET Framework. This exam, released in September 2002,
counts as a core credit toward the new MCAD (Microsoft Certified Application Developer) certification as well as a core credit toward the new MCSD .NET track. Readers preparing for this exam find our
Training Guide series to be the most successful self-study tool in the market. This book is their one-stop shop because of its teaching methodology, the accompanying PrepLogic testing software, and superior Web
site support at quepublishing.com.
Subjected to rigorous technical review by a team of industry experts, this certification exam measures the ability to develop and implement Web-based applications with Web forms, ASP.NET, and the Microsoft
.NET Framework. This exam counts as a core credit toward the new MCAD (Microsoft Certified Application Developer) certification as well as a core credit toward the existing MCSD certification.
This certification exam measures the reader's ability to develop and implement middle-tier components, server components, and XML Web services by using Visual Studio .NET and the Microsoft .NET
Framework. This exam, released in August 2002, counts as a core credit toward the new MCAD (Microsoft Certified Application Developer) certification as well as a core credit toward the new MCSD .NET
track. Readers preparing for this exam find our Training Guide series to be the most successful self-study tool in the market. This book is their one-stop shop because of its teaching methodology, the
accompanying PrepLogic testing software, and superior Web site support at www.quepublishing.com/certification.
MCAD / MCSD: Visual Basic .NET Windows and Web Applications Study Guide
Developing and Implementing Web Applications with Visual Basic. NET and Visual Studio
MCAD/MCSD EXAMS 70-310 & 70-320:XML WEB SERVICES AND SERVER COMPONENTS
Developing and Implementing Web Applications with Visual C♯ .NET and Visual Studio .NET
Books in Print Supplement
The Guide to IT Contracting

Make the jump to distributed application programming using the .NET Framework—and introduce a new level of performance,
scalability, and security to your network and enterprise applications. Expert .NET developer Matthew MacDonald shares proven
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techniques for fully exploiting .NET Remoting, XML Web services, and other .NET technologies and integrating them into your realworld solutions. MacDonald digs into key .NET building blocks and architectural issues, explaining which features and designs will
best serve your customized distributed application projects—and when to use them. Case studies with full code examples illustrate
these practical techniques in action, as well as demonstrating their benefits and tradeoffs. Learn how to: Cross application
boundaries with .NET Remoting, XML Web services, and Message Queuing Create responsive clients and scalable servers with
multithreading Model your distributed application with interfaces, facades, and factories Use COM+ services such as object
pooling, JIT activation, and transactions Craft a data transfer plan with Microsoft ADO.NET—without concurrency errors Help secure
your code end to end—from the transport level to the presentation tier Learn ways to avert—or unclog—performance bottlenecks in
your applications Automate deployment using self-updating applications and XML Web services Master stateless programming and other
best practices for distributed applications
Driven by the need and desire to reduce costs, organizations are faced with a set of decisions that require analytical scrutiny.
Enterprise Architecture A to Z: Frameworks, Business Process Modeling, SOA, and Infrastructure Technology examines cost-saving
trends in architecture planning, administration, and management. To establish a framework for discussion, this book begins by
evaluating the role of Enterprise Architecture Planning and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) modeling. It provides an extensive
review of the most widely deployed architecture framework models. In particular, the book discusses The Open Group Architecture
Framework (TOGAF) and the Zachman Architectural Framework (ZAF) in detail, as well as formal architecture standards and all four
layers of these models: the business architecture, the information architecture, the solution architecture, and the technology
architecture. The first part of the text focuses on the upper layers of the architecture framework, while the second part focuses
on the technology architecture. In this second section, the author presents an assessment of storage technologies and networking
and addresses regulatory and security issues. Additional coverage includes high-speed communication mechanisms such as Ethernet,
WAN and Internet communication technologies, broadband communications, and chargeback models. Daniel Minoli has written a number
of columns and books on the high-tech industry and has many years of technical hands-on and managerial experience at top financial
companies and telecom/networking providers. He brings a wealth of knowledge and practical experience to these pages. By reviewing
the strategies in this book, CIOs, CTOs, and senior managers are empowered by a set of progressive approaches to designing stateof-the-art IT data centers.
IT Certification Success Exam Cram 2 provides you with a detailed explanation of the certification arena from Ed Tittel, one of
the most respected figures in the industry. The book explains the various certification programs, their prerequisites, what can be
done with them, and where you might want to go next. Readers preparing for a certification exam find the best-selling Exam Cram 2
series to be the smartest, most efficient way to become certified. This book focuses exactly on what you need to know to get
certified now!
Wiley Pathways Network Security Fundamentals
Exam Guide : (Exams 70-315, 70-316 & 70-320)
MCSD/MCAD Guide to Developing and Implementing Windows-Based Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic. Net
Developing Web applications with Microsoft Visual BASIC .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NET : exams 70-305 and 70-315
Developing and Implementing Web Applications with Visual Basic .NET and Visual Studio .NET
American Book Publishing Record
You can get there Whether you're already working and looking to expand your skills in the computer networking and security field or setting out on a new career path, Network Security
Fundamentals will help you get there. Easy-to-read, practical, and up-to-date, this text not only helps you learn network security techniques at your own pace; it helps you master the core
competencies and skills you need to succeed. With this book, you will be able to: * Understand basic terminology and concepts related to security * Utilize cryptography, authentication, authorization
and access control to increase your Windows, Unix or Linux network's security * Recognize and protect your network against viruses, worms, spyware, and other types of malware * Set up recovery
and fault tolerance procedures to plan for the worst and to help recover if disaster strikes * Detect intrusions and use forensic analysis to investigate the nature of the attacks Network Security
Fundamentals is ideal for both traditional and online courses. The accompanying Network Security Fundamentals Project Manual ISBN: 978-0-470-12798-8 is also available to help reinforce your
skills. Wiley Pathways helps you achieve your goals The texts and project manuals in this series offer a coordinated curriculum for learning information technology. Learn more at
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www.wiley.com/go/pathways.
All-in-One is all you need! This authoritative reference offers complete coverage of all material on MCAD/MCSD Visual C# .NET certification exams 70-315, 70-316, and 70-320. You’ll find exam
objectives at the beginning of each chapter, helpful exam tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and photographs and illustrations. The bonus CD-ROM contains a testing engine with questions
found only on the CD. This comprehensive guide not only helps you pass this challenging exam, but will also serve as an invaluable on-the-job reference.
Leverage your Java skills and learn how to create powerful Windows® applications and high-performance, distributed applications with Microsoft® Visual J#® .NET in this comprehensive tutorial
and reference. Presented in an easy-to-browse format, this erudite book provides the authoritative technical details you need to leverage Visual J# .NET and the richness of the Microsoft .NET
Framework to build scalable, enterprise-level applications. You'll examine the architecture of .NET, find out how to process data with Visual J# .NET, see how to create XML Web services, and
discover how to build multithreaded applications that span the local area network. You'll also look at the key topics for building applications that use Windows features and services and find out
how to provide a global reach to your applications via the Internet. Topics covered include: The challenge of n-tier development The .NET platform Java and the common language runtime
Graphical user interfaces Processing XML Transforming XML Microsoft ADO.NET Multithreading with .NET Basic network programming Serializing objects .NET remoting Using message
queues Integrating with unmanaged components Serviced components and COM+ Writing Windows services Microsoft ASP.NET—a better ASP Building a Web service Creating a Web service
client INCLUDES SAMPLE CODE ON THE WEB! Sample code available at the Companion Content link on this page
英文版
MCSE/MCSA Implementing a Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure Study Guide (Exam 70-291)
MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-305)
Developing Windows-based Applications with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NET, Exams 70-306 and 70-316
Microsoft® .NET Core Requirements, Exams 70-305/70-315, 70-306/70-316, 70-310/70-320, and 70-300
Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Visual C♯ .NET and the Microsoft .NET Framework : Exam 70-320 Training Guide
???????????????
Advances in Computers covers new developments in computer technology. Most chapters present an overview of a current subfield within computers, with many citations, and often include
new developments in the field by the authors of the individual chapters. Topics include hardware, software, theoretical underpinnings of computing, and novel applications of computers. This
current volume emphasizes information security issues and includes topics like certifying computer professionals, non-invasive attacks ("cognitive hacking"), computer files as legal evidence
("computer forensics") and the use of processors on plastic ("smartcards"). The book series is a valuable addition to university courses that emphasize the topics under discussion in that
particular volume as well as belonging on the bookshelf of industrial practitioners who need to implement many of the technologies that are described. In-depth surveys and tutorials on new
computer technology Well-known authors and researchers in the field Extensive bibliographies with most chapters Five out of seven chapters focus on security issues Discussion of computer
forensics, professional certification and smart cards A chapter on how DNA sequencing is accomplished is important in the growing bioinformatics field
The Smartest Way to Get Certified(TM)!- Published under the direction of Series Editor Ed Tittel, the leading authority on certification and the founder of The Exam Cram Method(TM) series Nearly 1 million copies sold!- CD-ROM features PrepLogic(TM) Practice Tests.- Exam Cram 2 is Cramsession(TM) Approved Study Material.
Core Reference
Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Microsoft® Visual Basic® .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NET
Microsoft .NET Distributed Applications
Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Visual C# . NET and the . NET Framework
MCAD/MCSD
Enterprise Architecture A to Z
Designed for those familiar with Visual Basic .NET and working towards the MCSD exam, this text provides users with the ability to create programs which satisfy
the demands of todayâ€™s business environment. Its modular design allows users to focus on several specific database-related topics and covers items such as class
modules and object-oriented programming. Each chapter consists of a programming-related problem that the reader could expect to encounter in business, followed
by a demonstration of an application that could be used to solve that problem. Using the unique Course Technology methodology, the text reinforces the development
process and emphasizes how each phase relates to the others.
Covers exam objectives, presents practice questions and answers, and includes test-taking strategies and tips.
Written by computer guru Tittel, this is the perfect study guide to help candidates pass this core exam for both the MCSE Windows Server 2003 and MCSA
programs. The accompanying CD features PrepLogic* Practice Tests, Preview Edition.
Advances in Computers
MCAD/MCSD Self-Paced Training Kit
Managing and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Environment for an MCSA Certified on Windows 2000
Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Microsoft Visual Basic. NET and the Microsoft .NET Framework : Exam 70-310 Training Guide
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Visual Basic .Net XML Web Services and Server Components Study Guide
MCAD/MCSD Visual C# .Net Certification

Here's the book you need to prepare for the Developing Web Applications (70-305) and Developing Windows-based Applications
(70-306) MCAD and MCSD exams. This Study Guide provides: In-depth coverage of official exam objectives Practical information on
using Visual Basic .NET to develop Windows and Web applications Hands-on exercises designed to give you the skills needed to
approach the exams with confidence Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including: Creating user services Creating and
managing components and .NET assemblies Consuming and manipulating data Testing and debugging Configuring, deploying, supporting,
and securing Windows-based and Web applications Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
Your resource to upgrading your MCSE or MCSA Certification to Windows Sever 2003! Join the ranks of readers who have trusted Exam
Cram 2 to their certification preparation needs! TheMCSA/MCSE Managing and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Environment Exam Cram
2is focused on what you need to know to pass the 70-292 upgrade exam for Windows Server 2003. The Exam Cram 2 Method of Study
provides you with a concise method to learn the exam topics. The book includes tips, exam notes, acronyms and memory joggers in
order to help you pass the exam. Included in theMCSA/MCSE Managing and Maintaining a Windows Server 2003 Environment Exam Cram 2:
A tear-out "Cram Sheet" for last minute test preparation. Two complete practice exams and answer keys with key explanations. The
PrepLogic Practice Tests, test engine to simulate the testing environment and test your knowledge. Trust in the series that has
helped many others achieve certification success -Exam Cram 2.
The only classroom-based training and self-assessment system! This study guide provides 100% complete coverage of all objectives
for MCAD/MCSD exam 70-310. Based on 300,000+ hours of IT training experience, the book contains hundreds of practice exam
questions and hands-on exercises. The CD-ROM features full practice exam software with interactive tutorials and lab simulations,
plus an adaptive test engine.
MCAD/MCSD: Visual Basic .Net XML Web Services & Server Components Study Guide
Integrating XML Web Services and .NET Remoting
MCAD/MCSD XML Web Services and Server Components Development with Visual Basic .NET Study Guide (exam 70-310)
Developing and Implementing Web Applications with Visual C# and Visual Studio. NET
MCAD/MCSD Training Guide (70-315)
Microsoft Visual J# .Net
0789728222.ld The authoritative solution to passing the 70-315 exam! Amit Kalani is a leading authority on C#. Training Guidesare the most effective
self-study guide in the marketplace, featuring exam tips, study strategies, review exercises, case studies, practice exams, ExamGear testing software,
and more. Subjected to rigorous technical review by a team of industry experts, ensuring content is superior in both coverage and technical accuracy.
This certification exam measures the ability to develop and implement Web-based applications with Web forms, ASP.NET, and the Microsoft .NET Framework.
This exam counts as a core credit toward the new MCAD (Microsoft Certified Application Developer) certification as well as a core credit toward the
existing MCSD certification. Readers preparing for this exam find our Training Guideseries to be the most successful self-study tool in the market. This
book is their one-stop shop because of its teaching methodology, the accompanying ExamGear testing software, and superior Web site support at
www.quepublishing.com/certification. The CD features our ExamGear product (test simulation with more than 150 practice questions) and an electronic copy
of the book. Amit Kalani (MCSD, MCP)has been actively programming using Microsoft .NET Framework since it was in its beta. He is a contributing author
and technical reviewer for several popular books on C#, VB.NET and ASP.NET. Amit has a passion for sharing his knowledge. He has designed and delivered
courses that have helped many developers prepare for certification exams from Microsoft and other organizations. Amit is a Bachelor of Science and is a
Microsoft Certified Professional.
Developing XML Web Services and Server Components with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET and Microsoft Visual C# .NET.
Information Security
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